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Avg. Number of VoIP Sources
Total (Web TCP + VoIP) Goodput
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Avg. Number of VoIP Sources
Web TCP Pkt Marking Rate






































Avg. Number of VoIP Sources
Std. Deviation/ Mean of Web TCP Queue Occupancy













































































Number of Best-Effort Flows (N)
Total (TCP + VoIP) Goodput
Bottleneck B/W= 10Mbps, Mean VoIP=200, 























Number of Best-Effort Flows (N)
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Number of Best-Effort Flows (N)
TCP Pkt Loss Rate
Bottleneck B/W= 10Mbps, Mean VoIP=200, 
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Avg. Number of VoIP Sources
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Avg. Number of VoIP Sources
Comparative TCP Goodput  (50% ECN-mod, 50% ECN-Newreno)


























Avg. Number of VoIP Sources
TCP Goodput (for 10 ECN-Newreno Sources)
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